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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to track, compress
and replay I/O calls from a parallel application. We will introduce our
method to capture calls to POSIX I/O functions and to create I/O de-
pendency graphs for parallel program runs. The resulting graphs will be
compressed by a pattern matching algorithm and used as an input for
a flexible I/O benchmark. The first parts of the paper cover the infor-
mation gathering and compression in the area of POSIX I/O while the
later parts are dedicated to the I/O benchmark and to some results from
experiments.

1 Introduction

Parallel file systems are an essential part of large HPC systems. Using such an
infrastructure efficiently is a key factor for a high utilization. Yet, the require-
ments and usage patterns concerning the I/O infrastructure vary from applica-
tion to application. Planing the exact demands of future file systems, e.g. during
a procurement of a new HPC system, depends on the knowledge about the I/O
behavior of the applications that will run on those machines. Generally each
file system design is measured on two criteria: bandwidth and I/O operations
per second. Both values are presented often but are not representative for most
applications because they neither generate a lot of I/O requests nor use very
large block sizes. Beside artificial benchmarks the ability to exactly simulate the
I/O behavior of an application is very valuable.

The outline of this paper is defined by the path towards a better understanding
of I/O in an application and complete I/O replay. At first we will explain how
to collect all necessary information about all I/O calls from an application.
Furthermore we show how the pattern matching algorithm helps us to reduce
this data to a reasonable amount. In the second part we will go into the details
of the design and the implementation of our file system benchmark ’DIOS’. The
last part of the paper covers experimental results and the outlook.
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2 Methods and Data Structure

In order to replay the I/O activities of an application we need to record those
activities first. For this step we employ a modified version of the OTF library
[2] together with VampirTrace [20].
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Fig. 1. example for two processes

Logging the arguments of function calls
is not supported natively by OTF or Vam-
pirTrace. We use OTF comments and an
enhanced version of the VampirTrace I/O
tracing facilities to write one comment for
each argument. After the execution of the in-
strumented version of the program the trace
is read (post mortem) and all synchronization
and I/O events are put into a data struc-
ture that preserves the logical order of the
events. Among parallel processes the logical
order of I/O events needs to be conserved
because they may not be independent.

One obvious example supporting this con-
straint is where one process writes a file, all
processes synchronize and use this file after-
wards. The data structure is stored as a di-
rected acyclic graph with two types of nodes,
I/O nodes and synchronization nodes. The
edges that connect nodes together describe
the logical order of the events. I/O nodes con-
tain one or more I/O events between two syn-
chronization points. Synchronization nodes
always have one edge leading into the node
and one edge pointing to next node for each
process that is part of this event. Fig. 1 shows

an example of two processes both executing POSIX I/O in a first phase in
parallel but individually in the second and third phase.

The next section covers the reduction of the amount of synchronization events
within the data structure by an heuristic approach.

3 Reduction of Synchronization Events

The aim of the analysis process described in this paper is to extract all I/O ac-
tivities from an application trace. From there we want to collect all information
needed to replay this I/O operations without the original program. The infor-
mation needed for the purpose of preserving the logical order of the I/O events
is: Was there any (relevant) synchronization between consecutive I/O events for
a process? After the construction of the dependency graph a lot of applications
showed the same kind of patterns if seen from a very high level: Patterns of
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synchronization events and intermixed a few I/O nodes. So it is very likely that
there are redundant synchronizations events within the data structure that can
be removed without violating the integrity of the I/O patterns. From a given
program structure there can be multiple possibilities to remove one or more syn-
chronization events. For our experiments we have chosen an heuristic approach:
All synchronization nodes that have only one parent node (with multiple edges
between the two nodes) are being removed from the graph. With a more formal
approach it would be possible to reduce the number of synchronization events
even more, yet with an increased computational effort. After reducing the num-
ber of synchronization nodes in the graph the next section describes our approach
to compress the graph on a per-process base.

4 Pattern Matching for Parallel I/O Patterns

The pattern matching algorithm used in this paper is applied in a post pro-
cessing step. All tokens from I/O and synchronization events are collected in a
compression queue where each process has its own queue.

An element in the queue is either an I/O operation or an synchronization
event. Both types are being represented as hash values. Function calls with the
same list of arguments result in the same hash value, collisions are not possible
due to the hashing function. Every time one element is added, the algorithm
tries to match the tail of the queue against all known patterns that have been
used up to that point in time. As long as the tail is being replaced with a pattern
from the known pattern list, this operation is repeated. Afterwards we apply the
compression algorithm as described in [17]. The whole step is repeated until no
further compression is possible. The modified algorithm outline is depicted in
Fig. 2.

Unlike [17] we do not perform compression across processes. Therefore the
result is a compressed representation of I/O activity on a per-process base that
serves as input for the I/O benchmark. An alternative way for compression
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Fig. 2. structure of the compression algorithm
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Fig. 3. example run of compression algorithm for the sequence {1,2,1,2,1,2,3,1,2,3}

could be searching for the longest common subsequence [4], but with higher
computational effort.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the compression scheme. The arrow above the line
shows the portion of the input sequence that has been read by the compression
algorithm at each individual point. At step 1) the compression scheme recognizes
a repetition an will create pattern M1 and replace the four elements with ’two
times M1’. From this point in time the subsequence {1, 2} is always replaced
with ’M1’ (steps 4 and 5). Step 6 shows how a new pattern that includes known
patterns as is created.

5 I/O Replay with DIOS

The DIOS benchmark has been designed to execute any given (parallel) I/O
load. To provide this kind of flexibility, the C++ software is divided into three
essential parts (see also Fig. 4). The central part of the code executes POSIX
and MPI I/O calls that have been specified in an input file. The parsing and
preprocessing of the input file is another part of the software. The last part is
a flexible backend that has a ’begin’ and an ’end’ handler for each implemented
I/O call. The benchmark is able to run in parallel and each process can have
different I/O requests to execute. Optionally, it is also capable of checking the
content read from a file for errors. This is slower than running without checking
the file content but helps investigating data corruption problems.

The backend gets notice of the beginning and the end of all I/O operations
for all tasks as well as additional information specific to each executed I/O
request (like the number of bytes written with a call to write()). This way the
backend can generate traces or calculate statistics of all I/O activities. The DIOS
benchmark is being shipped with different backends, the following are currently
available:

EmptyLogger prints nothing, useful if only the imitation of application I/O is
needed, e.g. as background load or for data corruption tests
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Fig. 4. DIOS software structure

Read-/WriteBandwidth prints the total read or write bandwidth at the end
of the run, defined as total bytes transferred divided by the total runtime of
the benchmark

ClientRead-/WriteBandwidth like Read-/WriteBandwidth but does only
use the time spent within I/O operations instead of the full runtime.

ChunkBandwidth prints the average bandwidth separately for each I/O
request size

CreateUnlink prints statistics how long it took (min, max, mean, average) to
create files and to unlink files

It is possible to extend this list easily using a C++ interface. Each backend class
has two additional functions that are called at program startup and after all
I/O requests have been executed. The first can be used to initialize the backend.
The other is commonly used to evaluate the collected data and to print the
results of the evaluation. The benchmark framework also includes a common
timer function clockticks().

Within tests we have seen no difference between the bandwidth reported by
micro-benchmarks and DIOS when performing the same I/O operations.

6 Input File Description

As format for the input file we have chosen XML. XML is easy to handle and
can be checked for integrity automatically during the parsing process. The file is
being parsed using libxml2 [21] and contains a description of all operations that
shall be performed by the benchmark.

Within the input file we differentiate between three layers of information. The
first layer describes what I/O operations every task has to execute. The second
level describes a series of event sets. Event sets are the third information layer
and describe a specific pattern to execute that originated from the compression
step, see Sect. 4. The additional ’series’ layer has been introduced to be able
to repeat multiple patterns, each described within its own event set. The actual
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iotest = (task|mpi_datatype)*

task = (series,mpi_series)*

mpi_series = (mpi_fopen|mpi_fclose|mpi_fdelete|mpi_set_view|

mpi_read|mpi_write|mpi_wait|sleep|mpi_series)+

series = (fopen|open|fclose|close|buf_read|buf_read_random|

buf_write|buf_seek|read|write|seek|sync|sleep|

poolopen|poolrandom|unlink|pread|pwrite|series)+

Fig. 5. Simplified EBNF rules for the input file (subset needed for I/O replay)

I/O operations are encoded as leaves in this XML tree within the event set.
A simplified overview about the supported operations as well as the internal
structure is given in Fig. 5 as EBNF rules.

Several parameters within the XML file can not just be numbers, they can be
expressions with variables inside. There are two predefined variables ’SIZE’ and
’RANK’ where the first keeps the total number of tasks running and the second
has an unique ID per running task in the range [0 . . . SIZE − 1]. For example,
to grow a file linearly with the number of tasks that write a portion of this file it
is possible to say ’task N seeks to position N*X in the file and writes X bytes’,
where X is a fixed amount of bytes that each task is writing to the file. Other
possibilities include for example the definition of an XML file that would write
always the same file size, but with different numbers of tasks.

New variables can be defined by setting an environment variable with the
same name. This way it is possible to create generalized and reusable XML files
which is beyond the scope of the input generated by the compression scheme
(Sect. 4) but allows to generalize its results very easily.

One further concept implemented in the benchmark are file pools. File pools
have been designed to have a collection of file names available on a variable
directory structure without the need to define each file by hand within the XML
file. For tests that create one million files and unlink those files afterwards one
can just create a file pool of that size and open each file in that pool. File pools are
able to create all the files in the file pool upon initialization. The file sizes for that
initialization process can be chosen between a minimum and a maximum. The
individual file size for each file will be a random number between this minimum
and this maximum. It is also possible to step over this initialization. This is
needed for create/unlink tests where the files should not be created or touched in
advance. File pools are able to spread the associated files among subdirectories.

For MPI-I/O we have implemented the XML leave elements as described
in Sect. 5. According to this we access all calls to MPI2 read functions using
one XML tag <mpi-read> with the attributes pos, sync, coord. This way we
can easily switch between different ways to access data with different MPI-I/O
routines. Another option would have been to implement all MPI-I/O functions
and provide those as tags within the XML structure. By combining all read
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functions into one tag it is much easier to evaluate the various ways of reading
data from a file with MPI-I/O. Further on, we implemented an interface to
describe derived MPI data types in the XML file and to use those to test their
effects on MPI I/O calls.

7 Related Work

This section covers a comparison with other I/O tracing tools as well as related
work in the areas of I/O replay and benchmarks.

Taking [15] as a reference, our approach as a whole fits into the ’script based
I/O benchmark’ category as well as the similar approach in the //Trace tool
[16]. //Trace is collects and replays I/O events. It supports a discovery of all
dependencies between I/O requests at high costs (N instrumented program runs
with N processors) and does not support a compression of the resulting trace files.
The pattern matching used in our paper allows researchers to gain additional
information about the I/O part of an application, like insight into I/O patterns.

An other approach to generate I/O traces is tracefs [22]. The approach to trace
I/O from the VFS layer in the Linux Kernel is an elegant way to catch memory
mapped I/O as well. Nevertheless the information generated here still have to be
merged into the application trace in order to learn more about the application.
Integrating traces of memory mapped I/O into application I/O traces would be
very beneficial. replayfs is an extend to tracefs and allows to replay the recorded
VFS trace from the VFS layer and not from user space. This allows to examine
different file systems and storage hardware in more detail but is not suitable for
the examination of applications.

Compared to an approach as presented in [1], we do not need manual source
code instrumentation (but is available with VampirTrace as well) and try to find
patterns automatically that could represent loop structures in the source code.
However, our tool does not do performance modeling (scalability analysis etc.)
yet.

The most commonly used benchmarks for evaluating parallel file systems seem
to be b eff io [19] and IOR [14]. Results for both benchmarks are commonly
shown when parallel file systems and large HPC systems in general are being
compared. b eff io tests a lot of different access patterns as well as ’bad’ I/O
with different numbers of processors and buffer size. Those parameters can be
adjusted to achieve best performance on different HPC systems.

IOR has a lot of command line parameters and can also be driven by a script
file that allows to combine a number of command line options to one (or multiple)
measurement steps. One thing that singles out IOR above other benchmarks is
the ability to perform online outlier checks. Tasks that perform slower than other
tasks can be identified at runtime.

One benchmark that is able to generate a parallel I/O workload is IOAgent [11].
IOAgent is able to execute patterns of I/O operations on a file. This I/O operations
have different properties in terms of operation type, buffer size and concurrency.
The size of I/O operations is fixed for each running task and the execution time of
operations with a task can be influenced by statistical distributions.
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Other HPC benchmarks that have been designed to evaluate large file systems
are PRIOmark [13] or HPIO [6]. Both are more synthetic workloads that have
been designed to be able to compare file systems where HPIO is more targeted
to noncontiguous distributed data.

Although more aiming at desktop systems, other file system benchmarks that
could be used in an HPC environment are IOzone [18] or bonnie++ [8].

In contrast to those more general benchmarks more application specific bench-
marks exist. Flash I/O[23], NPB I/O (BTIO)[3] or mpi-tile-io[9] have been derived
or designed to represent only the I/O portion of a more complex application. Due
to this they are limited to investigate one problem.

Provided appropriate XML input files, the DIOS benchmark is able to mimic
all of the other benchmarks behavior.

8 Examples

At this point we present some real world examples where we have applied the
tools presented. The first example is a well known bioinformatic applications
while the second one is a CFD code.

The bioinformatic application we were looking at is mpiBLAST [10]. BLAST
is being used for genomic sequence search. mpiBLAST is an open-source imple-
mentation of NCBI BLAST that uses MPI tasks to search a segmented database
in parallel. The database is being split into independent parts (files) in a serial
post-processing step before the actual parallel run of mpiBLAST. This step is
done by mpiformatdb. It reads a big part of th input database at once in the
beginning and performs some processing using a temporary file and writes the
separated database files to disk. The excerpt from the I/O pattern (see Fig. 6)
shows the initial reading of the database and some patterns where the temporary
file is filled and more input from the database is read into the application.

1 ...

2 1: fopen64( drosoph.nt, r);

3 1534943: fgets( 0x607ffffffe796ff0 , 10000, 3);

4 1: fopen64( /tmp/reorder0zJDIo , w);

5 1: fseek( 3, 88598402 , 0);

6 34:[

7 1: fread( 0x607ffffffe797040 , 1, 10000, 3);

8 1: fwrite( 0x607ffffffe797040 , 1, 10000, 5);

9 ]

10 1: fread( 0x607ffffffe797040 , 1, 8234, 3);

11 1: fwrite( 0x607ffffffe797040 , 1, 8234, 5);

12 1: fread( 0x607ffffffe797040 , 1, 0, 3);

13 1: fseek( 3, 96528234 , 0);

14 34:[

15 1: fread( 0x607ffffffe797040 , 1, 10000, 3);

16 1: fwrite( 0x607ffffffe797040 , 1, 10000, 5);

17 ]

18 ...

Fig. 6. Excerpt of an I/O pattern: mpiformatdb. The [ denotes the start of a repeated
pattern, the ] denotes the end of a pattern and the number before the colon are the
number of repetitions for this pattern.
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1 ...

2 1: fopen64( TMF_Nz1024.rst , r);

3 1: read( 15, ptr , 8191);

4 1: read( 15, ptr , 1432160);

5 3: read( 15, ptr , 1440000);

6 4:[

7 1: read( 15, ptr , 1440000);

8 1: send_sync( 2);

9 ]

10 4:[

11 1: read( 15, ptr , 1440000);

12 1: send_sync( 3);

13 ]

14 4:[

15 1: read( 15, ptr , 1440000);

16 1: send_sync( 4);

17 ]

18 4:[

19 1: read( 15, ptr , 1440000);

20 1: send_sync( 5);

21 ]

22 ...

Fig. 7. I/O pattern in Semtex for process 0 for the serialized distribution of the input
data

The second example Semtex [5], [12] is a CFD application that is using millions
of CPU hours at the TU Dresden. It is a family of spectral element simulation
codes. The spectral element method is a high-order finite element technique
that combines the geometric flexibility of finite elements with the high accuracy
of spectral methods. From the I/O point of view, Semtex has two interesting
phases. The first one is the startup phase where the input data (or the restart
file from a checkpoint) is being read. The first look at the pattern obtained from
a program run with 256 processors reveals a serialized distribution of the input
file which is read completely by process 0 (see Fig. 7). (The corresponding part
for the other 255 processes is always just recv_sync(1)).

The other interesting phase is the checkpointing phase where we have seen
another serialization as only process 0 is writing the checkpointing file. The
pattern matching does not yet use loop variables. Applying this idea would
result in shorter representation of patterns like in Fig. 7 which could also be
presented as in Fig. 8.

1 ...

2 1: fopen64( TMF_Nz1024.rst , r);

3 1: read( 15, ptr , 8191);

4 1: read( 15, ptr , 1432160);

5 3: read( 15, ptr , 1440000);

6 4:[

7 4:[

8 1: read( 15, ptr , 1440000);

9 1: send_sync( x);

10 ]

11 ]{x=2...256}

12 ...

Fig. 8. Shortened I/O pattern for Fig. 7
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Fig. 9. parallel CXFS file system performance with different block sizes and process
count

Fig. 10. scratch XFS file system performance with different block sizes and process
count

Both phases use chunk sizes of 1.4 MB which is rather large. The bandwidth
from the local file system on our test machine (SGI Altix 4700, 2048 Cores,
CXFS with 640 spinning disks and 10 GB/s peak I/O bandwidth, local scratch
with XFS and 8 spinning disks and 600 MB/s peak I/O bandwidth) is about
160-170 MB/s on CXFS and 310-320 MB/S in XFS.

An investigation with DIOS showed that for this kind of I/O operations1 the
CXFS bandwidth would only grow with more parallel processes and not with
larger chunk sizes (see Fig. 9).

The local scratch file system on the other hand has problems handling parallel
threads (see Fig. 10). The layout of the underlying md device is not known to the

1 C++ buffered streams.
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XFS file system2. Therefore XFS can not exploit its full capabilities [7]. Opti-
mizing the applications I/O behavior would therefore lead to different strategies
for both file systems.

9 Conclusion

This paper presented a pattern detection approach for I/O operations and the
usefulness of those patterns for detecting serialization points in applications.
Beyond this, we have also introduced our I/O benchmark that is able to do
a replay of this I/O activities in order to find the best file system for a given
I/O pattern or to estimate the I/O performance of an application on a new
HPC system. The revealed I/O patterns have immediately given us insight into
the I/O part of the investigated applications. We want to thank Frank Müller
from North Carolina State University for discussions at the startup phase of this
research.
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